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MESSAGE FROM THE TVA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The Board of Direct-,ors' top priority isthe safe oneration of TVA's
nuclear plants. Inconformance with this policy. TVA shut down Its
Browns Ferry and Sequoyah plants and has not sought an operating license
for Watts-Bar Unit 1 due to problems inthe management of TVA's nuclear
program. The Board has taken steps to re-establish effective managemient
of TVA's nuclear program. These steps are reflected inthis revised
Corporate Nuclear Perf,)rmance Plan. TVA will not operate a nuclear plant
until -the Board Is satisfied that the plant can and will be operated
safely inaccordance with TVA's standards and commitments and in
compliance with applicable laws and regulations.

Since the development and original submittal of the Corporate Nuclear
Performance Plan on November 1,1985, Board members have discussed
aspects of the Corporate Nucledr Performance Plan wizh NRC-,. members of
Congrets, and others. As a result of its assessment ~of TVA's nuclear
program, the Board has taken a number of additional steps to improve TVA
nuclear performance.

These steps are reflected inthe revised Corporate

Nuclear Performance Plan.

During November and December 1985, TVA searched for a nuclear advisor to
the Board.

The original purpose of the advisor was to review TVA's

nuclear power program activities and performance Inorder to provide
independent assessments and advice to the Board on nuclear power
matters.

During this search, the Board became convinced that the

o

creatiin of a nuclear advisor position wvithout actual responsibility and
authority for managing TVA's nuclear activities would not be a sufficient
cl'ange to achieve the needed improvement.

He concluded-t~at, Instead of a nuclear advisor, a strong and experienced
Manager-of Nuclear Power was needed with direct authority and
responsibility for the total management. control, and supervision of
TVA's entire nuclear power program.

Inseeking a candidate, the TVA

Board suught a highly qualified and nationally respected manager in the
nuclear field. 'On January 3, 1986, the TVA Board selected retired
Admiral Steven A.White for this position, and he began his duties on
January 13, 1986.

Before he retired as a four-star admiral, Mr. White was bead of the U.S.
Navy's procurement program

-

a $66 billion per year operation with a

quarter-million employees. Before that, he commanded the nation's
Atlantic submarine fleet of 90 nuclear-powered submarines. His Navy
experience Includes reactor operation and maintenance as well as
management of complex technfical and commercial Issues.

He have given the Manager of Nuclear Power a strong charter.

The powers

entrusted to him are broad and far-reaching. Mr. White isresponsible
for the daily management of the nuclear power program and will report to
the TVA General Manager and to the TVA Board for oversight, direction,
and support. Wo are convinced that these powers, coupled with the
complete support from the Board, will provide Mr. White with the

-2-

ne~essary authority to execute his broad scope of responsibility and
build confidence inTVA's nuclear progrom. The TVA Board reaffirms the
agreement reached with Mr. White as documented in-the Memorandum of
Understanding enclosed as Appendix 1 of the revIsed Corporate-Nuclear
Performance Plan. We recognize that the safe operation-of TVA's nuclear
plants will require considerable resources and will succeed only with the
dedication of the entire TVA nuclear organization. We are committed to
ensuring that this happens.

S-3..

MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGER OF NUCLEAR POWER

On January 3.1986. 1 accepted the position of TVA's Manager of Nuclear
Power.

I accepted that position. for a two-year period with the simple

commitment to correct TVA's problems inmanaging its nuclear program.I
Intend to do that. While Itmay take longer than two years to achieve
the high level of safety and quality which TVA desires for all of Its
nuclear activities, I believe that two years Isa sufficient period of
time for me to re-establish TVA as a solid nuclear performer.

Based upon my observations during my visit to TVA inNovember 1985 and
during the ensuing period, I have come to the opinion that P/A's most
pressing problem isto improve its nuclear management.

There are a

number of ways to approac h this problem, and I have selected the one I
believe best suits the situation at TVA.

I plan to concentrate on

strengthening ke-Y management positions throughout TVA's nuclear
organization and will make a number of organizational changes.

I have interviewed TVA's leading nuclear managers and find that they do
not lack technical skill or professional knowledge.

Instead. the

problems I see here are similar to those sometimes found Inlarge
Industrial organizations or large government facilities such as
shipyards--namely, a lack of commitment to and responsibility for
achieving excellence In performance.

0To

solve this problem, I am bringing to TVA's nuclear organization a

number of technical/professional managers from outside contraclors. each
of whom possesses considerable experience Inhis/her field and a proven'
ability to motivate Individuals to perform up to their capabilities and
assume responsibility-for the quality of their activities. I am
assign'ing them into key management positions--not as advisors but as line
managers.

They are committed by their parent organizations for a

two-year assignment to TVA. At the same-time, I am-attempting to
Identify a permanent TVA manager to wo,*k Ina line position under each
new manager so that the permanent TVA manager can learn and be capable of
assuming the too position prior to the end of the two-year period.

Managers who possess the requisite qualities and expurience to satisfy
TVA's needs are not easy to locate.

I am using as many sources as I need

to find these new managers. Ineach case, I am insisting on receiving a
"total" commitment from senior persons in the parent organizations In
order to ensure that the new managers have sufficient support to
accomplish their mission.

Not every key managerial position will be filled with managers from
outside contractors.

There are a number of TVA peopl@ oho have

demonstrated their capability to handle the task at hand, and I Intend to

use them. ItIsmy opinion that once these key people are inp'lace, the
multitude of problems facing us will be Addressed and resolved 16 a

reasonable time.

I am also convinced that once there ts demunstrated

leadership coming out of management, the personnel at all levels and at
all sites will respond.

Employee concerns Isan issue which has received much attention as a-,
symptom of TVA's nuclear problems. I intend to Institute and fully
support the timely and objective resolution of employee concerns. -1will
not tolerate intimidation or harassment of any kind, and I will use
whatever legal powers I or my organization has to ensure that Individuals
who engage inIntImidit1iii or harassment will be subject to swift and
appropriate disciplinary actiun.

TVA's newly appointed Inspector General

and I are incomplete accord on this issue. and we are committed to
cooper-.tte fully inits implementation.

It ismy ultimate objective that

within a short period of time imployees will Isave regained confidence in
their line organization and will be wiiing to voice their concerns to
the line organization. Nevertheless, when-requested, we will ton~~nue to
provide confidentiality to employees who express con~cerns.

Over a year ago, a major management d"'isio.' was made to "decentralize"
TVA's nuclear program. Site Directors were created and more authority
was given to the various sites with less being assumed by headquarters.
I intend to alter that concept to some degree. I will continue to hold

the Site Director responsible for ensuring that the necessary sit#
activities are performed ina timely manner. However, inall functional

areas.. such as engineering, quality assurance, licensing, and training, I
will hold the headquarter's manager responsible for the technical
adequacy of activities within their functional areas.

£

I am enthusiastic with the prospect of revitalizing TVA's nuclear
program, and I am optimistic that itcan be done.

Itwill take time.

dedlcatlton. and resources. The Board of Directors has provided me with
the authority to do the job and has assured me that the necessary
-resources will be provided. We will not be able to correct all of the
problems immediately. However, we will resolve these issues inan
orderly manner and ultimately achieve safe and efficient operation of
TVA's nuclear plants.

I have reviewed previously established goals and have articulat.sd new
goals for our organization-which are designed to implement the above
principles. Realization of these goals will result instrong and
effective management and safe and reliable operation of all plants, and
ifwill also restoce credibility with employees, management, outside
agencies, and customers. A copy of these goals Isattached.

The revised Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan outlines many of the
significant actions I believe are necessary to strengthen TVA's nuclear
program. I am dedicated to realizing this purpose and to the safe an~d
efficient operation of TVA's nuclear plants.

In summary, I am fully aware of the magnitude of my assignment and am
fully cognizant of the huge demands which will be placed on TVA's

resources. The task Islarge but manageable, and many actions have
already been Initiated to accomplish c~ur goals.

S.A.White

TVA corporate Nuc~lear Performance Got-is

1. Build a strong, effective management team with clear lines of
~responsibi-l-ty, authority, and accountability.

2. Fully implement required prerequisites for safe operationi of nuclear
plants.

3. Bring shutdown plants back into operation expeditiously.

4. Complete plants under construction infull compliance with all
design and regulatory requirements and obtafin operating licenses.

5.'

Conduct operation of all TVA nuclear plants Ina safe and effitient
manner.

6. Create a working environment built on trust and confidence that~will
permeate the entire organization.

EXECUTIVE SIJNIARY
FOR THE
REVISED CORPORATE NUCLEAR PERFOR1MANCE PLAN
OF
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) has five nuclear units with operating
licenses and four units with construction permits.
largest nuclear generation programs inthe country.

Itthus has one of the
Inresponse to

problems which had developed inIts nuclear program, TVA voluntarily shut
down all of its operating units in 1985 and did not request an operating
license for one of Its units whose construction Isessentially complete.
On September 17, 1985, the NRC requested, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f),
that TVA submit Information regarding its plans for correcting
plant-specific problems and for correcting problems -in
the overall
management of its nuclear program. The NRC also requested that this
Information be submitted before TVA restarted any of Its operating units
or requested an operating license for Its essentially complete unit.

In

response to this request, TVA has prepared a Corporate Nuclear Performance
Plan which identifies the root causes of the problems Inthe management of
TVA's nuclear program and describes TVA's plans for correcting those
problems. Additionally, TVA is Inthe process of preparing additional
plans which will respond to the NRC's request for plant-specific
informati~on.

In total, these plans will provide a complete account of the

actions which TVA-is taking to Improve Its nuclear program.

-9-
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The primary cause of the problems inTVA's nuclear program isthe lack
of a sufficient number of experienced nuclear managers who can provide
leadership and proper direction for TVA's nuclear activities.

In

response to this situation, TVA has restructured its organization and
assigned responsibility for all of Its nuclear activities to the
Office of Nuclear Power directed by the Manager of Nuclear Power. Of
particular note, TVA has contracted for the services of Steven A.
White, as Manager of Nuclear Power, and has assembled a new management
team under his leadership. Mr. White isa retired four-star admiral
who headed the U.S. Navy's procurement program and commanded the
Atlantic Submarine Force. The senior management team reporting
directly to Mr. White has been strengthened substantially since
October 1985 through the addition of the following experienced senior
nuclear managers:

Charles C.Mason as Deputy Manager of Nuclear

Power, with twenty years of nuclear experience; Richard B.Kelly as
Director of Nuclear Quality Assurance, with more than twenty years of
nuclear experience;, William C. Drotleff, Jr., as Director of Nuclear
Engineering, with about twenty years of nuclear experience; Brian R.
McCullough as Director of Nuclear Construction, with about fifteen
years of nuclear experience; C. G.Robertson as Acting Director of
Nuclear Services, with twenty years of nuclear experience; H.P.
Pomrehn as Site Director of Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, with more than
twenty-five years of nuclear experience; and Richard L.Gridley as
Director, Nuclear Safety and Licensing, with almost thirty years of
nuclear experience.

-10-
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Additionally, TVA has upgraded the overall knowledge and experience
level of Its nuclear management team with additional staff reporting
to the Manager of Nuclear Power. These new managers, together with
TVA's existing core of experienced nuclear managers. provide TV, with
a senior-management team having extensive nuclear experienc~,2 both
from outside TVA and within TVA--a balance that Isjudged important to
maintain throuighout the reorganization period.

Due to statutory limits on the salaries of TVA's emplo~yees and the
limited number of available experienced managers. TVA has had
difficulty inhiring experienced nuclear managers as permanent TVA
employees.

Consequently. many members of TVA's new nuclear matragement

team are not permanent TVA employees but Instead are serving oi. a
temporary basis (generally for a two-year period) under contracts with
various companies inthe nuclear industry.

Inorder to ensure itself

of a sufficient supply of experienced nuclear managers over the long
term, the Office of Nuclear Power Isseeking to develop the managerial
skills and capabilities of Its permanent employees by placing
Individuals with managerial potential as deputies to TVA's new nuclear
management team. Given the close working relationship between the
deputies and managers and the guidance which the managers will provide
to the deputies, TVA expects that the deputies will develop thej
necessary skills and experience to assume senior management positions
within the Office of Nuclear Power.

-11-
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inthe past, all of TVA's departments responsible for nuclear
activities have not been unified into a single nuclear organization.
TVA's nuclear plants and headquarters departments have at times acted
autonomously, and authority for functional activities was sometimes
divided among several groups. As a result, the lines of
responsibility have not a'ways been clear, the necessary authority has
not always been delegated, and the Implementation of TVA's nuclear
program has not been consistent. To reaedy this, TVA Istotally
restructuring its nuclear organization. This reorganization was
accomplished through the following steps:

For the first time Inthe history of TVA's nuclear program,
responsibility for all nuclear activities has been consolidated
within a single organization and this organization does not have
any responsibility for non-nuclear ictivitlis. The Office of
Nuclear Power isheaded by the Manage# of Nuclear Power, who
reports directly to TVA's General Manager and Board of Directors.
Thus, TVA has established a senior management position able to
exercise strong and consistent control over TVA's nuclear program
and to provide the necessary leadership to reaedy TWAs nuclear

problems.

TVA's nuclear headquarters has been reorganized Into several
newly-created departments, each of which has responsibility for a
discrete type of functional activity (such as tagin~ering.
construction. quality assurance, training, or licensing) and Is
headed by a director or manager. The directors and managers

*.12-
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Revision I
have the responsibility and authority to establish programs and
procedures governing the-functional activity assigned to that
department. The director or manager will be held accountable for
the technical adequacy of all activities within the department's
assigned areas, including support activities provided at TVA,;
nuclear plants.

Through this reorganization. TVA now provides

centralized direction and control of Its nuclear activities.

* TVA's nuclear site personnel have been reorganized Into a line
organization for operation of the plant and major support
departments, all under the direction of the Nuclear Site
Director. For plants under construction all site activities are
under the direction of the Nuclear Project Manager.

Each support

department receives technical direction from Its rcspective
headquarters department. The site directors and project managers
are responsible for the conduct of all activities at the sit*.
especially the planning, scheduling. coordinating, and project
management activities to achieve TVA's overall goals at each
site. This arrangement enables TVA to provide uniform direction

and technical control of the activities at Its nuclear site%,
while giving the site directors and project managelrs the authority
to determine what site activities should be performed and when
they should be accomplished.

in sum. by restructuring Its nuclear organization. TVA has provided

central ized direction and control over Its nuclear program and clear

_13-
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lines of authority and responsibility for its nuclear activities.
This step. together with the development and Issuance of position
descriptions will help assure that TVA's nuclear managers and
supervisors are accountable for the quality and timeliness of their
work. The Manager of Nuclear Power will provide management direction
through ONP Policy and Directives available to the entire organization.
Due to TVA's lack of sufficient numbers of experienced nuclear
managers and the absence of an effective organizational structure to
provide leadership and proper direction to ensure the safe
construction and operation of TVA's nuclear plants, many TVA employees
lost confidence InTVA's nuclear management. This has resulted ina
large number of employee concerns.

In addition to Installing a new

management team and making other improvements InIts nuclear
management, TVA has taken steps which are directly Intended to restore
employee confidence inTVA's nuclear management. First, TVA has
established an Employee Concern Program. Among other things, this
program consists of full-time employee concerns personnel located at
each of TVA's nuclear planti and major corporate nuclear locations,
These personnel are available to receive employee concerns through
several different means. Including mandatory exit Interviews for
traisforrjno or terminating employees. Second, TVA has policies that
plate Paramount Importance on the Safety Of Its nuclear activities,
that place the responsibility for the quality of work on the
Individual. and that prohibit Intimidation or harassment of employee
*

who express safety or quality conterns. TVA has taken steps to easofre
that these policies are communicated to employees and continue to b#
-14.
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enforced.

In particular,, Mr. White has #Sphasized an" will contlow

to emphasize InMeetings with his managers, staff,0 and other employs
that he will not tolerate Intimidation or harassment V 'any kind and
that he will take swift and dpproprIate disciplinary actions against
those who engage Insuch actions.
Inaddition to these steps, TVA Ismaking other Improvements InIts
nuclear management program.

These Improvements Include the following:

Increasina ftMangnt Avarene%s

-

TVA's upper management has not

always been aware of problems and developments In TVA's nuclear
program or Involved In their solution. By consolidating TVA*,
nuclear organization and placing It under the control of the
Manager of Nuclear Power who reports to the WVA Board of Directors
and General Manager, the flow of information to the board and
General Manager has Improved. Additionally. the Board has created
the Office of Inspector General and enlisted the Institute of
Nuclear Power Operations (INFO) to conduct annual corporate
evaluations of the nuclear power program until ItIsclear that
the actions taken to strengthen the management and Improve TVA~s
nuclear performance are working.
InwoventsInt Manaement Systems and get-rall

Sow of the

problems in TVA's nuclear program have, involved Insufficient-

-IS-

programs and procedures, a lack. of prim, plawnnin and Integration
of nuclear activities, and a faivue to satisfy prior commitments
co the INC. In response to thespOW

ems. TVA Isreviewing Its

04glear procedures and Isestablishing policies. centralind
ýwe and procedures to direct and/or control -all TVA nuclear
at
01ivi

Ies.

The OffIce of Nuclear Powr has assigned to the

~t Nuclear- Services the responsibl-lity to--develop an
:,

intgr~~dAingemntInfo-;*tion: system. The Planning and
Fina..01A.- saff has the resp~ilbl Ift~ffr centralized planning.
schedullijg and finanial controls.

.dditi~malv,

11';A Is

Iinplnes~ing a nuclear Corporats -omitont TV-acki.ng aysbe %Ndr
the Division of Nuclear Safety and Licensing.

*

*

Imarovements In T"A's Corretive Action Poam- In the past. TVA
has not alwayts Waien timely and effective corrective action for
Its nuclear activities. To remiedy this, TVA IsImproving Its
nuclear corrective action program to provide for (1)tracking of
conditions adverse to quality and prompt escalation of those

conditions which are not resolved in a timely manier to higherI
levels of management, (2) trending of conditions adverse to
quality and analysis of significant conditions to Identify their
root causes for corrective action. and (3) centralized analysis of
problems at other nuclear plants to Identify the nee for remdial
or preventive action at TVA's nuclear plants.

Proeamatig Jmrrovmetl

-

In response to weaknesses found to

certain of Its programs, TVA has taken actions to toprova discrete
areas of Its nuclear program, Including welding, operations,
maintenance, and control of design changes and modifications.
TVA earlier developed and submitted a Nuclear Performance Plan for Its
Sequyab Nuclear Plant but Iscurrently revising this plan and will
resubmit it Ina separate Volume.

TVA Isalso developing Nuclear

PEtiforpsance Plans for Its Orowns Ferry and Watts Bar plants Which Will
address site-specific problems.

These will be submitted to the MC

for review prior to startup of the respective plants.
In sun. TVA has taken significant steps to Improve the management of
Its nuclear program.

These Include Installing a new experienced

senior nuclear remagenent teas to provide leadership and direction for
TVA's nuclear activities. consolidating TVA's nuclear departments
within a %Ingve organization to clarify lines of authority and
r~sponsibility and to provide greater rmqngment control over TYR's
nuclear activities. and establishing an Employee Concern Program to
help restore enployee confidence InTVA's nuclear management.

TMA is

cont"inung to evaluate Its Problems to Identify the need for specific
Improvemnts In Its overall nuclear program and inIts Site
activities.

TVA will provide the MC with a proposed schedule for

Startup of Its nuclear Plants when this evaluation process has bee

completed.

-17.
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On Septemer 17, 1965, pursuant to 10 CFA 50.4(f, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NOV requested the Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA) to furnish Information related to problems which
had developed at Its nutlear power plants (flef. - ). Amon other
things. the NRC Identified an area of concern regarding
Oprogramatic a.'d management deficiencies that have contributed to
the continued poor direction and control of CIVA's] nuclear
activities.* and the WRC requested TVA to describe corrective
actions in this general area.

In compliance with this request,

TVA presented a Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan ONPP) to the
NOC on November 1.1965 (Ref. 2).
Subsequent to submission of the Corporate NPP TVA maidej
significant Changps Inits nuclear management personnel. As a
result, TVA re-evaluated Its Approach for correctmintthe problems
which have arisen InIts nuclear program and developed a
substantially revised Corporate NPP which was submitted on March
10. 1965 (Ref. 7). The purpose of this revision of the Corporate
NP? Isto provide a further update that addresses the NRC's
questions coammncated on Nay 1. 1865 (Ref. 8) and to describe the

measures which TVA has taken and currently Intends ) take to
..

Improve the corporate-level management of Its nuclear activities
and to correct the problems which have occurred Inthis area. As
such, this report not only responds to the INIC's specific request

-16-

tevisi~3.1
for IV~rintl..umider 10 (F1 50-54(f) regardlrg TVA's corporate
Sunclear

activi ties. but also press its an integrated plan for

adkesslug toe *si'

genral Concern.

TWA earlier s*MuttWd a Nuclear Performance Plan tcurrently under
revision) for its Sequuyah Nuclear Plant and Is preparing to
submit Nuclear Performance Plans for Browms Ferry Nuclear Plant

and Nutts hlr Nuclear Plant as soon as these are complete.

A

In

total. -the revised Corpoate Nuclear Performance Plan and the

4

I

pla%!!ýspecific plans along-with-the revisions thereto. will

II

pmovde a complete account of the actions wh~ich TVA has taketl or,-.

I

will bt taking to Improve Its nuclear program.

~1~

-1,-

Revision I
11.

-INTRODUCTION

A. History-and Backaround-

TVA isan agency of the Federal government whose purpose is,
among other things. to supply electricity to customers inthe
area of the Tennessee-River Valley. 'TA also has one of the
largest nuclear power programs Inthe country. with operating
licenses for five units-(Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant,
Units 1,2,and 3; and-Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2)
and const~ruction permits for four other units (Watts Bar
Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2;-and Bellefonte Nuclear Plant,
Units I and 2).

During the last few years, several events have occurred which
have reflected adversely upon the quality of performance of
TVA's nuclear activities.

Inresponse-to these and-other

events, WVA has voluntarily shut down operation of its Browns
Ferry and Sequoyah plants and-has deferred requesting an
operating license for' its essentially complete Watts Bar Unit 1.

On September 17, 1985, the NRC issued a Systematic Assessment
of Licensee Performance (SAIP) Report of TVA's nuclear
activities (Reference 1).

This report identified a number of

weaknesses inthe conduct of TVA's-nuclear activities. Based
upon the conclusions inthis report and the recent history of
TVA's nuclear activities, the NRC concluded that TVA had

-20-
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"demo'istrated Ineffective management of its'nuclear program."

Asarilt
h-R rqetdthat TVA develop corrective
acton
oe he proranticand management defi-ciencies that
have contributed to the continued-pordirection and control of
nuclear activities." as well as corrective action-for the
plant-specific deficiencies. Although the NRC recognized that
TVA had already taken some actions to addres's these concerns,
the NRC requested pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f) that TVA document
Its corrective actions prior to restarting Its operating units
and prior to requesting an operating license for Watts Bar
Unit 1.

B-. Outline of TVA's Approach to Solving its Nuclear-Problems

WVA has reviewed the problems which have developed-in its
nuclear program during recent years inorder to identify the
causes of these problems. As a result of this review, TVA has
formed judgments regarding the root causes of the problems in
its nuclear program. Inorder to confirm this.judgment, TVA
assembled a team of senior, experienced industry advisors to
analyze more than 800 documents which contained criticisms of
TVA's nuclear activities and to Identify any adverse trends and
their root causes.

Ingeneral, the results of this analysis

agreed with the judgments formed by TVA regarding the source of
the problems inTVA's nuclear program. Although the individual
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-problems are varied, many of them stem from the same
cause--namely, the lack of a sufficient number of experienced
managers to provide leadership and proper direction coupled
with the absence of an effective organizational structure to
ensure the safe design. construction and-operation of TVA's
nuclear plants. As a result,. many TVA employees have lost
confidence inTVA's management.
As isdiscussed inthe remainder-of this report, TVA has
taken,
and Isplanning-to take, actions to provide effective,
managemenil of its nuclear program and to restore employee trust
inTVA's nuclear management. This objective-is accomplished
through the following actions:j

I. Effective Management of Nucle~jr Activities
TVA isproviding effective management of Its nucifar
activ'~iis through the hiring, development and retention
of-experienced nuclear managers,, Section III of-this
report describes TVA's short-term and long-term efforts to
provide experienced managers for its nuclear activities.
2. Restructuring of Nuclear Organization

TVA has restructured its nuclear organization, to
centralize the responsibility and authority therefor,
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under the Manager of Nuclear Power. Nithin the Office of
Nuclear Power, a new organizational structure has been
implemented and position descriptions are being developed
to provide centralized direction and control of Its
nuclear activ ities. A description of this restructuring
and the new organization isprovided inSection IV.

3. Restoring Employee Trust

TVA istaking steps to restore employee trust inits
nuclear management.

These steps are discussed in

Section V.

4. Improving Control of Nuclear Activities

Inorder to facilitate effective management and control of
its nuclear activities, TV/A has been and will be
implementing changes inthe manner Inwhich its nuclear
activities have been managed.

These changes include

increasing upper management awareness of and involvement
inTV/A's nuclear activities, improving TV/A's nuclear
management systems and controls, improving TV/A's nuclear
corrective action progra~m, and making improvements In
programmatic areas. These changes are discussed more
fully inSection VI of this report.
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The subsequent sections of this report describe the major elements
of the' Corporate NPP and address the NRC's request for information
under 10 CFR 50.54(f). TVA's responses to the NRC's specific
requests regarding Corporate Activities (Enclosure 2 of
Reference 1)are provided inAppendix 2. Additionally, Appendix 3
provided TVA's revised responses to the NRC's December 20, 1985,
questions regarding the original Corporate NPP (Reference 3).
Responses to the NRC's request for information regarding Sequoyah
have already been submitted, however, this volume of the NPP will
'-a updated to reflect the results of TVA's detailed assessment of
changes, modifications, corrective action, and-improvements
necessary to ensure safe startup and operation of the Sequoyah
nuclear plant. WVA isalso preparing plans which address NRC's
plant-specific questions on Wattr Bar and Browns Ferry. Finally,
Appendix

7

provides

a

summary

of

the

responses

to

the

NRC's

questions regarding the Corporate NPP contained inits lotter of
May 1,1986 (Reference B).

TVA isstill inthe process of implementing its new nuclear
organization, developing the programs which will be used to manage
Its nuclear activities, and preparing plans which address
plant-specific nuclear problems and respond to the NRC's questions
regarding these problems. As a part of these processes, TVA has
formulated a schedule for the restart of Sequoyah Unit 2 and will
formulate a schedule for resumption of operation of its Sequoyah
Amok

Unit I and the Browns Ferry units.
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HI RI NG. -DEVELOPMENT, AND RETENTION OF EXPERIENCED NUCLEAR MANAGERS

ingeneral, the problems inTVA's nuclear program durlng the last
several years are attributable to a lack of a sufficient number of
ex',2rienced nuclear managers.
eý

TVA's first priority was to obtain

venced managers for Its nuclear activities. These managers

will then provide the leadership and direction which are essentIdi
to cure TVA's remaining nuclear problems and assure the-safety of
operation of TVA's nuclear plants.

The need for a sufficient number of experienced nuclear-managers
represents both a short-term and a long-term problem for TVA. As a
result, TVA has taken and will be taking actions to address both of
these concerns. These actions are described indetail below.

A. TVA's Short-Term Actions to Provide for a Sufficient NumberVo
Experienced Nuclear Managers

At the time the NRC issued its request for information pursuant
to 10 CFR 50.54(f), TVA had an Immediate need for additional
experienced nuclear managers.

Since TVA did not have an

adequate number of experienced nuclear managers in-house, It
sought to hire experienced nuclear managers from outside of
TVA's organization.
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Due to statutory limttations'on the salaries of TVA employees
and the limited number of available experienced managers,-TVA
has had difficulty Inhiring experienced nuclear managers.

To

help offset the salary differential between TVA nuclear
employees and managers inprivate industry, the TVA Board of
Directors has approved several incentives:

]
,1

A

including a home

relocation service, a relocation incentive payment, and
establi-shment of a nuclear senior- manager service to enhance
compensation to top level personnel.

Nevertheless, TVA still

has not been able to hire a sufficient number of experienced
nuclear managers as permanent TVA employees. As a result, TVA
decided to contract with various companies inthe.-nuclear
Industry to obtain experienced individuals to serve as line
managers within TVA's organization on a temporary basis
(generally, for a two-year period).

I. TVA's New Senior Nuclear Management Team

To date, TVA has been largely successful inestablishing a
new management team with extensive nuclear experience
through a combination of utilizing existing experienced TVA
managers, hiring new experienced managers as permanent TVA
employees, and contracting for the use of experienced
managers on a temporary basis.

This success isindicated

by the fact that seventeen of TVA's top twenty positions in
its nuclear organization have been filled with new or
different Individuals since October 1985.
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a. Additions to WVA's Senior-Nuclear Management Teamj

Since October 1985. the following individuals have been
added to TVA's Senior Nuclear Management team within
the Off ize of Nuclear Power.

Manager of Nuclear Power (Steven A. White)

-

TVA has

contracted with Steven A. White to be Manager of
Nuclear Power for a two-year period. Mr. White Isa
retirepJ four-star admiral who was head of the U.S.
Navy's procurement program, commanded the Atlantic
Submarine Force, and has experience inreactor

S

operation and maintenance. Mr. White is incharge of

all TVA nuclear activities and will be the primary
motivating force behind the improvements which TVA
Intends to make inits nuclear program.

Oe~uty Manager of Nuclear Power (Charles C. Mason)
TVA has hired Charles C. Mason as a permanent TVA
employee to be Deputy Manager of Nuclear Power. Mr.
Mason has more than twenty years of nuclear experience,
including positions of Director of Nuclear Operations
and Site Director of the Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating
Station, Site Director and Plant Manager of Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant, and Power Plant Superintendent of Watts
Bar Nuclear Plant. Mr. Mason assists the Manager of
Nuclear Power inthe management of TVA's nuclear

activities.
-27-
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Assistant Manager of Nuclear Power (WilIliam T.-Cottle)
Cottle isa TVA employee. Prior to being

-Mr.

assigned to his current position., Mr. Cottle had almost
twenty years of nuclear experience, including positions
of Nuclear Site Director of Watts Bar and operating
superintendent at Farley Nuclear Plant. Mr. Cottle'
assists the Manager of Nuclear Power inthe management
of TVA's nuclear activities.

For the Interim,

Mr. Cottle also serves as Acting Site Director of Watts
Bar.

Director of Nuclk. "-lality-Assurance (Richard.B.
Kelly)

-

Mr. Kelly isan employee of Stone & Webster

Engineering Corporation (SWEC). TVA has contracted
with SWEC for the ervices of Mr. Ke~lly as Director of
Nuclear Quality Assurance. Mr. Kelly has more than
twenty years of nuclear experience, Including positions
of Vice-President and Director of Quality
Assurance/Quality Control for SWEC. Mr. Kelly is in
charge of TVA's nuclear quality assurance activities.

Director of Nuclear Enaineering (William C. Drotleff
Jr.)

-

Mr. Drotleff isalso a SWEC employee. TVA has

contracted with SWEC for Mr. Drotleff's services as
Director of Nuclear Engineering. Mr. Drotleff has
about twenty years of nuclear experience, including
positions of Assistant Manager of SWEC's Cherry Hill
Operating Conter and Engineering Manager of SWEC's
-28-
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Power Operating Services and Advisory Operations.
Mr. Drotieff is Incharge of TVA's nuclear engineering
activities.

Director of Nuclear Construction (Brian R.McCullough)
-Mr.

McCullough~ isa Bechtel employee.

TVA~has

contracted with Bechtel for the services of
Mr. McCullough as Director of Nuclear Construction.
Mr. McCullough has about fifteen years of nuclear
experience. including a position of Manager of
Construction for Bechtel's Los Angeles Power Division.
Mr. McCullough is incharge of TVA's nuclear
construction activities.

Acting Director of Nuclear Services (C.G. Robertson)
TVA has hired Mr. Robertson as a permanent TVA employee
to be Acting Director of Nuclear Services.
M% Robertson has twenty yearsi of nuclear experience,
including a position of General Manager of Houston
Lighting and Power Company's Nucljear Engineering
Department. Mr. Robertson i-s incharge of generic
support programs for TVA's nuclear activities Including
Industrial Safety, Nuclear Fuels, Emergency
Preparedness, Radiological Controls, support operations
and management systems.
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Site Director of Browns- Ferry (H.P.Pomnrehn)-f
ofProvas-r
Mr. Pomrehn replaces Mr. W.C. Bibb, Diriector -.
Ferry. Mr. Pourehn isan employee of Bechtel Poweri
Corporation. TVA has contracted with Bechtel ftgithe
services of Mr. Pomrehn as Site Director of Browns
Ferry. Mr. Pomrehn has more than twenty-five years- of
nuclear experi-ence, including positionsofPjet

Manager for Bechtel's four-reactor nuclear-project tin.-Korea, Project Engineer of the Palo Verde Nucleai
Plant, and Deputy Manager of the Division of Busine6ss

2

Development for Bechtel.

Site Director of Watts Bar

-

person to fill this position.

TVA is searching for a ~

Inthe interim,

Mr. Cottle remains Acting Site Director of Watts-Bar.
Prolect Manager of Watts Bar. Unit 2 (Robert A. Pedde)
-

Mr. Pedde isa TVA employee. Prior to being assigned

to his current position, Mr. Pedde had almost fifteen
years of nuclear experience, including a position of
Assistant to the Manager of TVA's Office of
Construction.

Director of Nuclear Safety and Licensina (Richard L.
Gridley)

-

Mr. Gridley isan employee of General

Electric (GE).

TVA has contracted with GE for Mr.

Gridley's services as Manager of Nuclear Safety and
Licensing. Mr. Gridley has almost thirty years of
-30-
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nuclear etxper IencO, Includin;o pos Ition s of Manager of
Fuel~~
an-~vie~Lcnigand Manager of Operattng
Riactbr licentijig for-GE. Mr.-Gridley isincharge of

_

~:-

Silfflij)-ýMr.et rln

isn INPO employee. TVA

has- arrangjedij:a oan- areement with INPO for Mr.
giberfl i -strv~lces as Director of Nuclear Managers

-

tventy-nine 3Mars-of nuclear experience, including the
4OSWitI on- of Operation-s and Maintenance Superintendent

Mississippi Power'& Light's Grand Gulf Nuclear Plant.

-~at

Maae

of
-Mrtn-E
Nuler-erone
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Ms.- Taylor Is--a TVA employee. PrIor to.-being assigned
-to her current posit-ion, Ms-. Taylor had twenty years of
experiqnce Inpersonnel -relatioms. Including a position
-of Director of Personnel for TVA. Ms. Taylor is In
charge of TVA's personnel programs for nuclear
-Acti~d ties.

Manager 2f Nuclear Procedures Staff (M.H.Sturdivant)
-Ms.

Sturdivant Isan employee of M. H.Sturdivant and

Associates. TVA has contracted with her company for
ber servic-es as Manager of Nuclear-Pr~cedUrti Staff.

Ms. Sturdivant has eleven years of nuclear experience,
Including the position of Project Manager, Nuclear
-31-.
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Mission Procedures. Toledo Edison Company at
Davis-Besse Nuclear Plant. Ms. Sturdivant Isincharge
of TVA's nuclear procedures developmenc activities.

Manager of Planning and Financial Staff (John C.
Krummel)

-

Mr Krummel isan employee of Stone & Webster

Engineering Corporation. TVA has contracted with-Stone
& Web;ter for-Mr. Krummel's services as Manager of
Planning and Financial Staff. Mr. Kr"ummel has 27 years
of experience, 21 of which has been inconttract
administration, procurement, and financial management.
Mr. Krummel has held positions as Procurement Manager
for the U.S. DOE's Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator
Project, and Project Contracts Manager for Stone &
Webster on the U.S. DOE's Clinch River Breeder Reactor
Project. Mr. Krummel is'in charge of TVA's Nuclear
planning, scheduling and financial control activities.

b.- ExistnaSenior NuclearManagers

TVA's remaining senior nuclear managers are existing
TVA tmployees with extensive nuclear experience. As
listed below, Herbert L.-Abercromble, Nuclear

Site

Director of Sequoyah, has more than fifteen years of
nuclear experience; J. P.Darling, Nuclear Projectj
Manager of Bellefonte has more than fifteen years ofj

nuclear experience; R.Joe Johnson, Director of Nuclear
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Training. has more than twenty years of nuclear
experience; E.i~c K. Sliger, Manager, Employee Concern
Program. has mort than 15 years of nuclear experiente,#
and R.W4. Cantrell, Chairman, Nuclear Safety Review
Board, has more than nineteen years of nuclear
experi ence.

The resumes of each of TVA's senior nuclear managers
are provided inAppendix 4. As isdemonstrated by the
resumes ,inAppendix 4 and the summaries provided above,
TVA's new management team has extensive nuclear
management experience encompassing essentially all
facets of design, construction, and operation of
nuclear power reactors.

These individuals are well

qualified to provide the necessary leadership and
proper direction for TVA's nuclear activities.

2. New Middle-Level Nuclear Managersj

TVA has also hired experienced Individuals to serve as
permanent TVA employees inmiddle-level nuclear managerial

positions. These Individuals Include:
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* John G.Walker, Deputy Nuclear Site Director of Browns
Ferry Nuclear Plant. with about twenty years of nuclear
experience including positions of Bechtel's Project Managee
for Enrico Fermi Nuclear Plant Unit 2 and Manager of
Operating Plant Services for Bechtel's Ann Arbor Office.

* Mark B.Whitaker. Jr., Deputy Manager of Nuclear Safety and
-Licensing, with more than fi-fteen years of nuclear
experierce, ihcluding positions of Group Manager of
Regulatory and Support Services, Group Manager of
Engineering and Licensing for South Carolina Electric and
Gas Company.

* Richard P. Denise, Assistant to the Manager of Nuclear
Power, with about twenty years of nuclear experience,
including position of the 'lirector of the Division of
Reactor Safety for NRC Region IV.

* Larry 1.Jackson. Assistant to the Manager of Nuclear
Power. with almost fifteen years of nuclear experience,
Including a position ot Chemistry Department Manager and
Evaluation Team Manager for the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO).

* Lawrence E.Martin, Project Manager, with more than twenty

years of nuclear experience Including a p.sition of Section
Chief with NRC Region IV.
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TVA has also contracted for -experienced individuals to serve as
middle-level nuclear managers. These individuals Include:

* James E.Huston, Deputy Director of Nuclear Quality
Assurance, with more than twenty years of nuclear
experience, Including a position of Manager of Quality
Assurance for SMEC.

L. J. Sas, Deputy Director of Engineering has more than 15
years of nuclear engineering experience including position
of Vice President of Ebasco.

* John A. Kirkebo, Manager of Engineering and Technical
Services. with more than t~'enty years of nuclear
experienceo6, Including the position of Assistant Engineering
Manager for SWEC's Cherry Hill Operations Center.

* Alan K. Priest, Manager of Projects for Construction and
Modifications, with more than fifteen years of nuclear
experience, -including the position of Bechtel's Assistant
Project Manaqar for the South Texas Project.

*

F. E.DiCola, Manager of Operations Engineering Services,
with more than 17 years of nuclear experience Inclu6-lng the
pojsition of Manager of Plant Services Department at SWEC's

A~~k

Cherry Hill C~trations Center.-I
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3. On~going Short-Term Staffing

TVA anticipates that additional experienced nuclear
managers will be hired and other changes inmanagers will
be made as TVA's new nuclear management team continues its
evaluation of TVA's nuclear program.

Many members of TVA's new nuclear management team-are
contract personnel who are obligated to serve TVA for a
period of two years. TVA expects that this period .of
service will be sufficient for these new managers to
Identify the problems in its nuclear program, to determine
what actions are necessary to correct those problems and
prevent their recurrence, and to have TVA's nuclear program
well on the road to recovery. TVA recognizes that this two
year period will not be sufficient to cure all of Its
problems and Itmay~ be necessary to e~tend-the contracts of
some contract personnel.

Howiever, as Isdiscussed be low,

TVA expects that this period will be sufficient for itto
acquire additional experienced nuclear managers as
permanent TVA employees.
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B. TVA's Lono-Term Actions to Provide for a Sufficient Numbero6f
Experienced Nuclear Managers

Since many members of IVA's new management team are not
permament TVA emplov:,as, -"vA must make arrangements to replace
these Individualc eventually with experienced nuclear managers
who are permanent TVA employees.

TVA plans to take two actions

to accomplish this.

1. Recruiting Program

First, as an ongoing program TVA will continue to recruit
experienced managers from the nuclear Industry to serve as
permanent TVA employees.

Since most of the new contract managers will be serving for
a two-year period, TVA will have sufficient time to satisfy
at least part of Its nuclear management needs by this
method.

Given the statutory limits on salaries of TVA employees,
TVA does not expect that Itwill be able to recruit 0l1 of
the necessary experienced nuclear managers from outside of
TVA.
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Accordingly. as isdiscussed below, TVA Isalso planning to
develop experienced nuclear managers from within its own
organization. This isa long-term program that has several
aspects as follows.

2. Management Development

Ingeneral, P/A has a larqe staff of technically competent
individuals, many of whom possess the potential for
developing into excellent nuclear managers. Some of these
individuals are already serving Insenior and middle level
managerial positions within TVA's organization.

TVA

intends to develop the managerial potential of the best of
*

these Individuals by placing them as deputies to TVA's new
nuclear management team. These deputy managers are
identified InTable 1. As a result of the deputies, close
working relationship with the new nuclear management team
and the guidance which the managers will provide to the
deputies, TVA anticipates that these permanent TVA
employees will quickly develop their managerial skills and
experience and will be ready to assume senior management
positions within TVA's nuclear organization when the
contract managers' terms with TVA expire.

Revision I
Since the basic salaries of TVA's senior nuclear managers
are below lnduatry norms due to statutory limitations, TVA
will continue to experience difficulties inrecruiting
experienced nuclear managers. However, through the use of
Its management development system, TVA will have a
continuous source of experienced nuclear managers who will
be prepared to assume responsibilities as senior managers
within TVA's nuclear organization. Therefore, while
turnover of senior nuclear management personnel will remato
a concern to TVA, ithas taken steps to mitigate its
effects.

C. Conclusions
P/A has taken and will be taking both short-term and long-term
actions to Increase the number of experienced managers for Its
nuclear program. By obtaining experienced nuclear managers,
TVA isproviding the necessary leadership and proper directionf
for its nuclear program. Inparticular, by establishing the
new management team headed by Mr. White. TVA has provided a
necessary ingredient for resolving the remaining problems In
TVA's nuclear program and placing the program on the road to
recovery.
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IV. RESTRUTURNG OF TVAS MRANIZATW
A. Inrdction
Some of the problems inTVA's nuclear program have Involved a
lack of commnication and coordination amon TVA's nuclear
departments and an uncertainty regarding lines of authority
and responsibility, Other problems Involved a lack of
centralized direction and control by TVA's nuclear
management.

Both of these problems are at least partly

attributable to the manner In which TVA's organization was
structured. As Isexplained below. TVA has taken and Is
taking action to remedy this situation by restructuring Its
organization.
Until recently, TVA's organization did not provide for
effective centralized management of Its nuclear activities.
Instead. as Isshown InFigure 1.TVA's organization was
divided among power operations. design and construction, and
the balanc-e of TVA's activities, each of which was responsible
for both nuclear and non-nuclear- activities. Consequently.
TVA had-no upper level management personnel Who were devoted
exclusively to managing nuclear activitiei.,and the
responsibility for the nuclear aCtidttles wAt divided -a"o
several- depilrments, nom of fhich-f
Weotd 201 single
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manager. Furthermore, each of TVA's nuclear plants acted
autonomously. for the most part developing Its own programs
and systems to control plant activities.
As a result of this organizational structure. TVA did not have
experienced senior nuclear managers who were incharge of all
of TVA's nuclear activities. Furthermore, TVA's
organizational structure made comunication and coordination
between TVA's nuclear departments difficult, and lines of
authority and responsibility for specific nuclear activities
were not always clear. To complicate this situation further,
engineering and design personnel were root located at the
operating nuclear plants.
Beginning In1985, TVA started to consolidate responsibility
for Its nuclear activities within one central twganization a&d
to divest that organization of any responsibility for
non-nuclear activities. That process was significantly
advanced through the approval of the organizational structure
for the Office of Nuclear Power on Nay 23. 1966. The
organizational structure, as applied to each site, will be
described Inthe sit-specific volumes of the Nuclear
Performance Plans.
The restructuring of TVA's nuclear organiztion has been
Implemented Inthree stages. eath Ina more extensive f0m..
First, responsibility for all of TVA's nuClear activities was
consolidated within a single orgoaniation, the Mfice of
"43-
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Nuclear Power.

Second. primary responsibility for each

functional area within the OffIce of Nuclear Power was
assigned to the appropriate director or staff manager.
Finally, the nuclear headquarters departments were given
responsibility for the technical direction and adequacy of
those site suppot activities within their respective
functIonal areas. The organizational form Ineach of these
stages- isdisc,.-sed below.
B. Consolida&tion of TVA's Nuclear Orinaization
I. The Office of Nuclear Power (CUP)
Figure 2 depicts TVA's new orgamniztional structure for
Its nuclear activities. As Isevident from Figure 2.all
of TVA's nuclear activities are under the direction and
control of the Nanager of Nuclear Power, who reports to
the General Ihaagr and Board of Directors of TVA.
Additionally, TVA's nuclear organization dos not have any
responsibility for rion-nuclea? activities. Effective Nay
23. 1986. the first level of mangemet below the
directors and all of the key staff aamagement or assistant
functions were approved.
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the TVA Board of Directors has given~ the Nanager of

Nuclear Power an extensive charter. As Is reflected 10
the Memoranu of Understanding between the Board and Nr.
White (which Isattached as Appendix 1), Mr. White *will
have the direct authority and responsibility for the
management control and supervision of TVAs entire,nuclear
program.* This authority Includes the power to hire.
remove, or reassign any personnel engaged InTVA's nuclear
program and to redirect or restructure TVA offices
Involved InTVA's nuclear program (subject to approval by
the Board and TVA's General Manager).

Furthermore. the

Board has given Mr. White the authority "to take any other
actions that he deems necessary or appropriate to Improve
the effectiveness of the overall management of TVA's
nuclear power program." Insum. Mr. White has been placed
Incomplete charge of TVA's nuclear activities.

2. Interfaces between the OUP and Other TVA Support Groups
Certain of TVA's administrative groups 4such as the
Division of Purchasing) which Provide support for the
execution of the nuclear program do not report directly to
the Manager of Nuclear Power. Instead the Office of
Nuclear Power obtains support services from these groups.

U

__Thereare

three basic ways Inwhich theeOMPgainsj
support. These are:j
a. Support Isprovided on a scope of effort and budget
basis. The suptorting organization submits Its
ppoed activities, schedule, and budget for the~
review and approval of the responsible CUP Manager.I
All work domeby support organizations Isunder the
budget authority controlled by CUP and the support

organization functions similar to a contractor.. TheseI
organizations Include the Division of Services and
Field Operations. Power Systems-Operations. Division
of Air and Mater Resources, and the-Power Service
Shops.
b. Support Is provided-by personnel who are an Integral
part of CUP activities-but who administratively re port
to an organization outstioe of CUP. Examples include
Public Safety, Power Stores, and the Nuclear
Irformation Staff.
C. The last area covers support from organizations on an
overhead basis whi Ch do rot have people assigned-to
CUP. An example Isprocurement of materials by the
Division of Purchasing. The Division of Purchasing
processes all requisitions based on specifications
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provided by O*P. its main focus Isto-handle the
bidding processes and other functions necessary to
procure needed equipment, materials, and services In
accordance with instructions written and approved by
the Division of Purchasing. The Divisi on of
Purchasing Isrequired to Implement the Nuclear
Quality Assurance Program.

As the ONP organization is implem~lted, standardized
procedures will be developed to control the Interfaces with
other of TVA's organizations that perform functions for, or
provide support to, the Office of Nuclear Power. The Manager
of Nuclear Power has the authority (with the approval of the
Board of Directors and Getneral Manager of TVA) to redirect
and/or restructure the activities and functions of these
divisions as they pertain to the nuclear power program.

By divesting the nuclear organization of responsibility for
non-nuclear activities, TVA's nuclear organization is now 'able
to focus Its full attention on assuring the safety of its
nuclear plants. Additionally, by placing all responsibility
and authority for TVA's nuclear activities under a single
manager reporting to the highest level of TVA's organization,
P/A's Board of Directors has established a management position
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which can exercise strong and consistent control over its
nuclear program anI ensure

Ithat

the activities of TVA's

various nuclear department:sare coordinated. Finally, by
lanager of Nuclear-Power, the Board
creating the position of M'
has established a position where a highly qualified and
experienced manager, such as Mr. White, can provide the
necessary leadershi~p to remedy TVA's existing nuclear problem's
and provide a means for quickly resolving any-problems which
may develop inthe future.

C. Consolidation of Responsib Ility for Functional Areas Within
-unctional Departments

As described above, until recently, responsibility for. TVA's
nuclear activities was not consolidated within a single
organization. Additionall y, responsibility for various
nuclear functional areas (such as quality assufrance) was
divided among several grou ps. As a result, nuclear functional
activities were not subject to central control

oordination

of functional activities was sometimes difficult, and many
nuclear support activities (such as quality assurance) did not
have high visibility with management. As described below, TVA
has taken and Istaking steps to improve this situation.

TVA's nuclear headquarters personnel have been divided into
several newly created departments, each of which has
responsibility for a discrete type of function.
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department is headed by a director or manager who reports
directly to the Manager of Nuclear Power and isrespons~ible
for all of the Activities within the assigned functional
areas.
-~Nuclear

These departments are headed by the Director of
Quality Assurance. Director of Nuclear Engineering.

Dire#-:'r of Nuclear Construction, Director of Nuclear
Services, Director of Nuclear Safety-And Licensing, Director
of Nuclear Training, Manager of Nuclear Personnel, Manager of
Planning and Financial Staff, Chairman-Nuclear Safety Review
Board, Manager of Employee Concern Program, Manager of Nuclear
Power Information, Manager of Nuclear Procedures Staff, and
Director of Nuclear Manager's Review Group.

Additionally, each of TVA's nuclear departments isresponsible
for developing programs and standards, providing technical
direction, and providing technical support for all activities
within its functional area, including activities at TVA' s
nuclear plants. Moreover, the director or manager of each of
TVA's nuclear headquarters departments (and the line managers
under him) isaccountable for the technical adequacy of all
TVA activities within his functional area.

This arrangement of TVA's nuclear organization and assignment
of functional responsibilities has several advantages compared
to TVA's prior organization. First, until the reorganization
occurred, TVA did not have groups with overall responsibility
and authority for TVA's nuclear activities inthe areas such
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as nuclear training and nuclear personnel. By establishing

these departments and having them-report directly to the
Manager of Nuclear Power, TVA has provided added emphasis on
the importance of these functions. Similarly, prior to the
reorganization, responsibility for nuclear functions, such as
quality assurance, was divided-among several organizations.

By placing responsibility for these functions within a single
group reporting directly to the Manager of Nuclear Power, TVA
has established the means to effect centralized direction of

these functions and has provided added emphasis on theirI
importance.

Finally, by making each nuclear group responsible

for the technical adequacy of functional activities within it's
respective area, WVA has provided a means for establishing
centralized direction and control of its nuclear activities at

the sites.j

D. Centralized Diri2ction of Site Activities

TVA's activities-at each of its nuclear sites isheaded by
either a Nuclear Site Director (for operating plants) or a
Nuclear Project Manager (for plants under construction).

Each

of these directors and managers reports directly to the Manager
of Nuclear Power to ensure centralized control over the plant
activities.
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